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FISE XPERIENCE SERIES 
Anthony Jeanjean and Laury Perez take the Gold at the

second stop of the FISE French Tour in Reims 

Get a look at Jeanjean's winning run here 
 

 

Following the Junior and Amateur categories, the Women of BMX Freestyle
Park announced an unprecedented line up for a FISE Xperience Series stage.
First step since its launch to welcome such an international contest, its
challenge of collecting points in the UCI world ranking by a C1 label has
offered the Rémois runs from Argentina, Venezuela, Spain and RCF . If this
enthusiasm has reinforced the level of the contest, it needed more to
destabilize the French champion Laury Perez who get the victory today. 

These performances warmed up the spectators who were at the height of their
involvement during the launch of the BMX Freestyle Park Pro final. First in
qualifying the day before, the young Brazilian Gustavo Oliveira had announced
high-flying finals with his style full of amplitude. Over-motivated by the warm
welcome by the Rémois, Anthony Jeanjean risked his most technical tricks to
win a gold medal ahead of the English Dylan Hessey and Shaun Gornall.

After this exceptional Champagne edition, the stages of Canet-en-
Roussillon will follow, on June 18 and 19, then Thonon-les-Bains, on
August 14 and 15 and Le Havre, on August 28 and 29. 
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PRACTICAL INFO
 

FISE Xperience Series - second stop in Reims 
June 10, 11 and 12 - Esplanade Porte de Mars 
BMX, Roller and Scooter Freestyle Park contests 
Shred Contests

To support you with your projects regarding the 2022 FISE season, content
devoted to media will be available in the Newsroom. For further requests, feel
free to reach us at: marie.r@hurcn.com / +33648349706.
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